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THERMOSPHERIC MODELS: A SHORT REVIEW

C.J. ZAMILUTTI1

In this short review, therrnospheric models are briefly discussed conce'l:ning their
cornpleteness corryæed to the- first order Navier-Stokes equations. It is concluded

thattryiric* modets a¡e the most reliable reference for the dynamicat equilibrium
behavior¡¡ of the themosphere. The three-dirensional tinç dependent models still
need sor¡e work before they reach their final stage.

MODELOS TERMOSFÉRICOS: UMA CURTA REVISÃO - Nesta curta
revisão, os modelos telrrosféricos são questionados sumariamente no que concer-

ne à sua inteireza quando cornparado às equações de primeira ordem de Navier-
Stokes. Conclui-se 

-que 
os rnodelos empfricos são as referências mais confiáveis

para o da termosfera em equilfbrio dinâmico. os modelos tridi-
inensionais ãependentes do tempo ainda necessitam de refi¡ramentos para que seu

estágio final possa ser alcançado.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermospheric models received considerable
improvemenÇ in the past years, since the remarkable
work of [Ia¡ris & Priester (1962). Their past history
(see references therein) cannot be covered in a short
review lilçe the present one.

The basic problem is to determine the effect of
solar radiation, magnetic storms and other energy
rrpchanisms on the neutral atmosphefe. The
complexity is increased because part of the incident
energy is not converted into heat instaritaneously and

may be either stored as chernical energy (in the ionized
particles) or delivered elsewhere (interhemispheric

trips by photoelectrons).
It is generally accepted that the hydrodynamic

equations, together \ñ/ittt an equation of state'
constitute a reasonable rnattrernatical description of the
problem. The equations are those of a fluid and the
neutral gas is tncated as such. Atmosphere modelling
involves essentially three aspects:
a) the selection of the effective contributing t€rms of

the hydrodynamic equations;
b) tbe choice of appropriate boundary conditions;
c) the efficiency in describing the mornentum and

energy sources and sinks.
In this review we take the improvenent of

approximated solutions to the governing equations as a

guideline to discuss the first of the three aspects

áUove. References are inserted at each stage of the

developrent in respect to their relevant contribution.
No attempt is made to give con4rutational details or
compar€ expected results with experimental data, since

this has already been done in the included references.

As a general rule, the reáder can be sure that all model

attempts comrænted in this wonk were successfull in
explaining, within a reasonable limit (say 25Vo

accuracy), sonÞ feature of the themospheric
behavior¡r. Imlrovements on the models became

necessary over and over again as a natural

consequence of the develo¡xænt of rreasurement

techniques with the resulting new data bases. The
reviewing does not follow a chronological order but is

orge¡iz.s6, as fa¡ as possible, based on increasing

complexity. Ot¡r emphasis is placed on the

hydrodynamic equations and on the importance

attributed to each of their termr¡ at tlre various stages of
developrnenL

2. THE BASIC EQUATTONS

The basic equations considered for neutral

aünosphere modelling are the hydrodynamic equations:

the continuity equatíon, the equation of rnotion and the

energy equation, and the ideal gas law. The fluid
equations (I-andau & Lifchiø, 1971) are:

1. the continuity equations:

ðptðt:ôp-V.Ômassi

2. ¡he equation of motion:

ð(pu)/ôt : Af - V . $momentumi

3. the energy equation:

ðW/ðt:ôril-V.$energyi

where p stands for mass density, t for time, ô for local

tinp rate variation of the parameter, $ for flux density'
V for a balance or budget of parameters, u for the

wind velocity, f for force ¡rer unit volunp a¡rd W for
energy density. Bold symbols stand for vectors and

(2)

(1)

(3)
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those bold undcrlined rcIrr€sent matrices.
Unsubsctipted paraæt€rs stand for ncutral bulk
chæacteristics.

The ideal gas law is:

p : pRT/M , (4)

where p is the prcssut€, R is the universal gas constant
and M is the mean molecular mass in a.m.u..

In øder to transform tbe hydrod¡rnamic equations
into forms mor€ ryprcpride to computational
purlþses, we consider the acNal constraints irryosed
by the thermospheric medium"

Equation (1) can be drastically simplified
because the ionization-recombination, molecular
dissociæion, etß., occurring within the thermoophere
do not significantly alter the neutral atmospbcre
density. This rneans that we can as¡sume ôp : O in any
condition. Moreover the flux of mass can be ex¡nessed
by:

Ömass : Pü, (s)

then the continuity equation becores

ðplðt+V.(pu):g (6)

Equation (6), with zubscripted parameteit,
Ffrr€sents the continuity equation for a given
individual constituent of a gas mixturp in the abse,nce
of particle production and loss. Using both,
subscripûed and unsubscripted, forms of eq. (6) it is
possible to identiS a flux of particle species j
difürsing through the bulk flow of neutral particle. If
we call the difüision flux S4i¡, we have the result:

-V.$¿ir - - V . Io3 (u.¡ - u)l :

Pþ@itP)tðt * u.V (pjlp)l Q)

(Irndau & Lifchítz,l9fÐ. The difference uj - u can
be coryuted considering the balance of forcäs acrirg
on the individual species for steady state conditions
and absence of a momntum flow, iæ.:

Af : O (S)

We tr¡rn now to eq. (2) for the motion of the
fluid. Regarding the local forces acting on a
considercd r¡nit volt¡æ we have:

Af :-Vp+ pe-2pfixu+lpuni(vi-u) (9)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, O is the

earth's angular velocity; uo¡ is a coef,ñcient indicating
tbe rate of transfer of moæntr¡m from particle s¡æcies
i (usually ions), with velocity yi, to the neutrals. Ttþ
first tbrce t€ms on the right hand side of eq. (9) are
the usual føces considercd in fluid dynamics 0 andau
& Lifchitz. lyll),. Th€ last ûerm of eq. (9) is the result
of particle-particle interaction (Rishbeth & Ganiof,
1969>. The small centripetal acceleration Ox(Oxr)
may be subtracted from g (r being the geocentric
distance).

The flux of mment¡m is coryosed of:

ûz:Pllu, (10)

where u u stands for the dyadic Foduct, and a
viscooity flux, $y¡g, expreseod by

Qvis: -1[vut + (vu)t -Qt3) (v.u)Ll , (11)

where q stands for a viscosity coef,frcient (I-andau A
Lifchitz, l97l; Schunlq l9Z5) and tbc superscrþt t
denotÊs transposal.I stands for the identify matrix.

The total flux of mme,ntum, to be used in eq.
(2),is then given by:

lmomentum :9, + Qvis Q2)

Equation 2, srith subccripned praæt€rs,
rEpresents the equation of motion for an individual
constituent in a gas mixû¡rc. In this case the
sumrnation of the collision tei:n of eq. (9) must include
the collisions of the consider€d neutral species with
the other neutrals.

Finally, we ought to consider the thermospheric
constraints to be iryosed on eq. (3). To start \¡'ith the
energy density, W is composed of an internal enerry,
pe, stored as random motion u/ithin the unit voluæ
and an organized kinetic energy, p!2n. The tirrç
variation of the inteinal energy is e¡pressed by:

ð(pe)/ôt : (Q - L) - V.(peu) + (p/p) (dp/dt) (13)

where Q and L stand for local heating and cooling
raûes per unit volume, respectively, from eNrergy
exchange with the surroundings; V.(peu) is the
tr¿rnsported e¡¡ergy; and the last te,l:n on the right hand
side of eq. (13) is the energy variation from adiabatic
mdion" Also e : CvT, wbe¡e Cy is the specific heat
at congtant voft¡me.

Using the continuity equation, eq. (13) ig
converted into:

ð(pe)tôt: (Q - L) - V.(peu) - p V.u (14)

The kinetic energy comfronent was develo¡rd
using the continuity and moæntr¡m equations in ttþ
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obtained:

a(pu2t2vü : Qr2t2) v.Ö-ass * u.af -

u.V.ômomentum (15)

Öenerey : lpe *P]u+0momentum.u (17)

where Afr : Af + Vp. This result is the same as that
of Gleeson & Axford (1967) when no thermal flux is
considered. Witlt ôlV : 0, \ile recover the equation of
conservation of energy of fluid dynamics (Landau &
Ufchitz, l97l; Ctrad,1958). The effect of a heat flow
is compuûed by adding one rxnìe term to the right hand
side of eq. (17), narely -(IVT) (see Schunk,1975).
Finally, tbe interaction between neutral and ionized
particles requires the addition of one mor€ ûerm to the
right hand side ofeq. (16), nannly

puo¡ (m¡ * m¡)'1 3k (T¡ - To)

Equation 3 with subscripûed paraÍreters,
1€ltr€sents the energy equation for an individual
constituent in a gas mixtue. Besides the
conside¡ations inposed on eqs. (1) and (2), the heat
flux must consider the interaction between the
considered neutral species with the other neutrals.

The above system of equations, with its inherent
liñitatio¡s, constitute a simplified version to what are
called fi¡st-order equations or Navier-stokes equations
(Schunlq l9lÐ. They do not constitute an arburate
description for the thermosphere. Among their
shorûcomings, one san ræntion:
a) viscosity and heat effects wenc considered

separated h€Íe, whereas in natur€ they ane
intimately connected;

b) the i¡teraction between diffe,tent particte species
was consid€,r€d here in a drastically sirylified

føm"
These aspects were discussed in Schunk O9ilÐ.

Nevertheless the Navier-Stokes equations, or even
simplified versions of them, a¡e currently used for
thermospheric nodeling with satisfactory results.

The kinetic energy density is iÍ€levant in the
context of thermospheric modelling. It may beco¡æ
iryortant when considering the effect of nuclear
explosions, p'r'ovided that the appropria¡e collision
terms are consid€,r€d. Without this component the
energy equation becomes the thermodynamic eçration.

Adding up eq. (14) to eq. (15) and corryaring the
rÊsult v/ith eq. (3) gives:

ôril : (Q - L) + (tft2)V.0mass f u. Afr (16) ôplðz: - pg

ðPl(rðO) :9

3. THE ITYDROSTATIC EQTJILIBRIIIM

Hydrostatic equilibrium implies a null velocity
and no tiæ variation to be imposed on the basic
equations. This constitutes the most drastic
sirylification th¡t ore expects the sysÞm of the basic
equations to bear. Nevertheless, it is a very significant
zão-orrdsr approximation for neutral amospbere
modelling and is very often used to inf€r frst oader
paraæt€rs (e.g. wind velocity).

Under hydrostatic equilibrium conditions, the
continuity equation states thât the density is a fi¡nction
of space only. The equation of motion r€duces to:

(18)

(1e)

ðpl(rsinOð$):g eO>

whene r is the distance between the considered point
and the center of the earth, 0 stands fm colatitude and
$ represents longitude. This is the same as saying that
the prressure varies only in the radial direction. The
energy equation yields:

-V.(IVT¡:<(Q-L)> er)
where the angular brackets denote daily rirrre average.
Equation (21) states that the heat flow ûends to restor€
the thermal equilibrium broken by the prcs€noe of the
da¡irne solar energy.

Equations (18) - (21), together with equation of
state (4), were used at the very early stage of
ms{elling (see NicoleÇ l96oa). Equarion (lg),
together v/ittr eq. (4), yields the fn€ssure
independently of the densþ:

p : po exp (- g M R-t ¡z 1-1 ds) (22)

where p6 is the pressrue at ground level. The parame.
ters g and M may also vary neq. (22').

Though the hydrostatic equilibrium approach is a
very drastic simplification to the equations, Nicolet
(196Oa) was able to associate it with the dependence
of atuospheric paraæt€rs on ttre solar activity,
lafitude and season, which modify the actual (e - L)
daily average.

The importance of the hydrostatic model, besides
historical, is that eq. Q2) constitutes the basis for mo¡e
sophisticated models. The reason is that, where the
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wind velocities are large the density is small, and thus
eS. (18) continues being a reasonable approximation to
eS. (9). The other terms a¡e all second order terms for
eq. (2). Therefore, the hydrostatic equilibrium may
only be broken if either large acceleration of neutral
particles (rccurs or else extrenþly high ie¡ velocities
steady flow affects it. Both sitr¡ations do not occur
regulady in the up'per atmosphere.

4. TIME DEPENDENT MODELS

To understand the model aüempts of this and the
next sections it is important to give to the rpader soræ
preceding inforrnation about the atmosphere research
in the eady 6O's. At those days temperature data were
obtained through eS. Ql) and density data started
being derived from safellite drag. Therefore,
resea¡chers were worried to produce temperature and
density models which conformed to a local hydrostatic
equilibrium and were consistent with the existing data.

Densities computed with the temperatures
obtained from eq. (21) were not consistent with those
obtained from safelliûe drag data. Moreover, data
exhibited a sinusoidal diurnal variation. To solve these
problems the models discussed next were proposed.

The ea¡liest time dependent model considered a
time variation allowance for eq. (21) only and assumed
the thermal variation to drive perturbations in the other
paranæters through eq. (22) and the equation of state
(4). Nicolet (196Ob) proposed that eq. (2t) be
extended to:

ôw/ðt:(Q-L)+v.(IvT) (23)

and, moreover, that W : pe. Thus, eq. (23) discards
the irelevant contribution of the kinetic part of the
energy. Ha¡ris & Priester (1962) extended further eq.
(23) by considering the term u" Afr from eq. (16) and
the terms peu and pu fum eq. (17). Additionally they
imposed the condition Af:O and restricted the
velocity to the component along the vertical. The
energy equation becomes then:

ô(pe)/ðt + u, ð(pe)lðz * (p. + p)ôarlôz:

(Q - L) + v.(r vT)
(v+)

The origrnal version assumes no tirrp variation of
density.

To complete the system of equations cornposed
of eqs. (4), (22> and (%l), Fla¡ris & Priester (1.962>
introduced the idea of a "breathing" aünosphere,
which is otherwise expressed by the restriction:
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None of these mdels could reproduce the
amplitude and phase of the diurnal density variation
derived from saællite drag data and the problem
claimed to have its origin in the net local heat balance
(Q - L). Grounded on the existing evidence of
comelation of tlp density behaviour with the magnetic
activity, Harris & Priester (1962) suggested the
existence of a corpuscular souros ofenergy in addition
to the sola¡ radiation energy source. The local
characteristics of the "s€cond heat source', werþ
proposed by }Ia¡ris & Priester (1962), although
without a consistent data or physical support.

The problernatic "second heat sor¡rce" of Harris
& Priesûer led an enthusiastic research on the energy
equation which influenced the models to be
commenûed in the next two sections. It also draw
attention to the need of irnproved measurements of the
solar EUV fluxes. It is now recognized that it reflects
rnore the difficulties in a one-dimensional theory than
actually the influence or auroral sources of energy on
the low and middle latitudes.

5. EIYIPIRICAL MODEI.S

Satelliûe drag data provided enough information
about the space-time behaviour of the bulk neutral
densities, and consequently their corresponding
temperatures, before any reliable model could be
derived from the fundamental equations. Researchers
then thought to rcsort to mathernatical techniques,like
least squares fit, to adjust anal¡ical expressions to
describe the obsen¡ed features, within the context of
simplified physical concepts.

The basic idea to build up thermospheric
empirical models is to overcome the problem created
by the energy equation, which involves a lot of
variables and whose results are not satisfactory. On
these grounds, Jacchia proposed in 1964 to give up
completely this equation and substitute it for the
analytical expression :

T : Tæ - (T- - Trzo) exp [- s (z - l2O)] (25)

where 12O km was the chosen lower boundary
altitude, T129 the temperature at this altitude, T6 the
asymptotic (exospheric) tem¡rerature, s a height-
independent parameter expressed as a function of T-
and z the considered attitude expressed in kilometers
(see Jacchia,l9@).

The history of empirical models, however,
precedes the considerations by Jacchia, since in 1951
Bates proposed a set of linearized temperature models
(Bates, 1951), and the ex¡nession given by q. (25>
had already been proposed in Bates (1959). The
Jacchia (19æ) model was inspired by a preceding
model due to Nicolet (1961), who derived the
thermosphere temperatur€s from their effects on thedP/dt : O
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which, neglecting higher
produces from eqs. (3),
thermodynamic equation:

11

velocity terms,
and (17) the

atmosphere density, deduced from the rate of change
of the periods of the motion of satellites.

Static models based on eqs. (4), (22) and (25)
proved to be very useful because of their easier
computer proce.ssing.

The importance of the Nicolet Model (Nicolet,
1961) was the inûoduction of a diffrrsion flux to
explain the distribution of minor constituents of the
uplrr atrnosphere. This flux was assumed to be:

Ö¿ir : Pm ud (26)

where the subscript m refers to minor constituent a¡rd
u¿ is the diffusion velocity relative to a reference
frame moving with the air bulk velocity. That velocity
was computed with the aid of eq. (9), which yields:

u¿ : (pm vmn)-1 [Vpm - pmg]

where urrr. is the "collision frequency" between the
minor constituent and the background gas.

The Jacchia (1964) t€mperature model \ilas
consistent with both the Nicolet model and the Ha¡ris
& Priester model. This enabled Jacchia to avoid the
restriction imposed by eqs. (19) and (2O> and
determine a set of empirical formulas to describe the
upper aûnosphere variations which affects only the
va¡iable Too. These expressions account for the
influence of solar cycle, solar rotation, latitude, local
dÍþ, season and geomagnetic activity on the
thermospheric paranreters.

6. PROGRESS IN MODELLING

Looking for the causes res¡ronsibles for not
obtaining agreement between the solutions of the
fundamental equations and data, resea¡chers analysed
the results obtained from the Jacchia Model and
concluded that eqs. (19) and (20) were not satisfied in
the thermosphere. This led to an improvement of the
equations actually used in thermosphere modelling
with the inclusion of other imporønt terms. The
transition from elementary modelling to modern
modelling is commented in this section.

The CIRA (1965) model incorporated the Haris
& Priester (1962) theory and some of the Jacchia
(L9Ø) empirical relations. This model improved the
description of the (Q - L) term relative to the Haris &
Priester model.

Lagos & Matroney (L967) contested the validity
of neglecting horizontal transport. Dickinson &
Geisler (1968) proposed rneridional velocitie,s which
did not affect the continuity equation. Their
complementar5r wind u" satisfies the equation:

v. (pu") : o (28)

ð\ry/ðt : (Q - L) + (p/p) uc . Vp + V.(I V T)

(2e)

To compute the vertical velocity from eq. (2g),
the meridional velocities were determined from the
solution of a form of eq. (2) proposed by Geisler
(1967). This approach considers the earth's rotation
and ion drag in eq. (9), as well as a viscosity term
given by:

V . ôvis : 11 1ô2u¡tð22) (30)

where u¡ is the horizontal component vector of uc.
The required rneridional pressure gradienæ were
computed using eq. (22> n connection with the
temperature model expressed by eq. (25) and an
exospheric worldwide t€mperature map published by
Jacchia & Slowey (1967).

Equation (30) implies that the horizonøl velocity
be much larger than the vertical velocity and also that
the vertical derivative be much larger than the
horizontal derivatives. Equation (28) expresses the
conservation of mass above a constafit pressure surface
if variations of gravity and of the spherical coordinate
system metrics are neglected (Dickinson & Geisler,
1968).

The results obtained by Dickinson & Geisler
(1963) did not confirm their expectation of repl,acing
the "second heat" sou¡ce of the Ha¡ris & hiester
(1962) model by the simple inclusion of the adiabatic
term contribution to the energy equation.

So far the proposed a¡4rroaches had the
inconvenience of requiring at least eight boundary
conditions. This was poinæd out by Volland & Mayr
(1970) as the responsible source of erors. These
authors proposed instead the use of a model based on
an oscillatory medium where several different \ilaves
interfere. The approach was developed by Volland and
co-workers in a series of papers (Volland, 1966;
1969a, b; Volland & Ma¡n, l97O). The wavelike
approach implies a dynamical equilibrium assumption,
for which a prescribed tirne dependence can be used.

The oscillatory approach amounts to replacing as
much as possible differential terms by algebraic ones.
This is possible by means of a space-time Fourier
decomposition of the dependence of the parameters on
longitude and time. The resulting syst€m of differential
equations depends only on the altitude and latitude.
. The original two dimensional model of Volland
(1966) still presened the traditional boundary
conditions of the Jacchia (19æ\ model. This model
was modified (Volland, 1969a) such that the only

order
(16)

(n)
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boundary pæamet€rs becaæ two heat sources:
a) the solar EUV heæing input;
b) the heæing input produced by dissipation of tidal

waves propagating ftom tbe lower atmospbcre.
Further theoretical considerations were

incorporated in the model by Volland (1f)69b) and
Volland & Mayr (1970). While these models
circumvented the sor¡¡ce of errors from the boundary
conditions they had the shortcoming of linearizing the
hydr,odynamic equæions.

The simplification intrinsic to the Volland series
is that the fluid is considered incompressible for the
hydrodynamic equations and all terms in u2 a¡e
discarded in the energy equation. Moreover in eq. (16)
only pressure gradienæ and ion drag are considered to
affect the term u.Afr.

Volland (196tb) identified four pairs of plane
characteristics waves :

a) acoustic-gravity lvaves;
b) heat condution waves;
c) ordinæy viscosity waves;
d) extraordinary viscosity waves.
which can subsist in tbe therrnosphere. Of these, four
are upgoing waves and the other four are downgoing
waves. Moreover, Volland (1969b) showed that the
ion-drag and Coriolis fo¡ce have the only role of
driving the rnedium anisotropic. Acoustic gravity
waves are propagating waves, tbe other t)æes arc
evanescent wavef¡.

The two-dimensional part of the Volland series is
important because it was successfull to obtaining
satisfactory quantitative agrcement between theoretical
results and rneasr¡rernents. The "second heat gource"
of Harris & Priester could be eliminated by the
introduction of horizontal longitudinal winds.

Fried¡nan (l%7) proposed one of the preliminâry
approaches to a three-dirnensional model. His equation
of motion was sinplified by neglecting friction forces
and interaction with charged corn¡nnents of the
atrnosphere. He also assurned a constant boundary at
12O km and neglected any horizontal or vertical bulk
velocity. These last assumptions constitute weak
points in his approach. The interesting aspect of this
model was its coordinate syst€m, which is fixed with
r€spect to the sun.

In the ea¡lier 7O's three-dimensional rnodels
received substantial improvemenL However, authors
improved their earlier works without shanging their
culr€nt trends. Thus Friedman QnO) included brilk
motions neglected in his preceding formulation
(Friedman, l%7). Jacchia (1971) changed the
boundary altitude from 120 km to 90 lín, the
tem¡rrature pnofile from exponential to inverse
tangent, and made additional reûnements in both
composition and the empirical formulas for the.
description of individuat t¡les of atmospheric
variations (with solar activity, geornagnetic activity
and so on). Volland & Mayr (1972a, b, c) extended
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tbeir two'diænsiøal tbeory to tk€€ ¿lirnen¡ions,
usi.g a spherical harmonic developænt, and included
corpuscular heating as a third boundary value. This
tiæ, however, they intnoduced fi¡rtber assumptims by
replacing the differential føms of the conduction and
viscosity by algebraic ones. This severcly restricæ the
validity of their results.

A new oscillatory approach which appeared also
in the eæly 7O's was proposed by Lindzen and Blake
(Lindzen, l97O; Lindzen & Blake, l9f,0D. They
introduced the concept of "equivalent Savity sraves"
to simula¡e the vertical stnrcturc of tidal modes. Their
sirnplifications included the use of a hydrostatic
pfiessurc relation to replace the vertical mmenû¡m
equation; the neglect of earth's rotation; tbe negtect of
the kinetic energJ in the energy equation. With these
rcstrictiø tbey were able to separate the vertical ftrom
the horizontat dependence, obtaining two system¡ of
uncoupled differential equations. They set the lower
boundary condition at ground level and resticted the
solutions to be bounded ss z + @ as an upper
boundary. The restriction to this ap¡næch is that it is
only valid at the equator.

To sorne extent the works of Volland & Mayr
(1974 b, c) and Lindzen (l9ZO) are coryleæntary
to each other. Whereas the spherical harmnic
approach (Volland & Mayr, lfl2a) is valid wlp¡e the
ion-neutral drag and the viscosity forces exceeds the
Coriolis force (above 14O lo), an iryroved version of
the "equivalent gravity waves" approach (Forbes &
flagan, 1979) constitutes a satisfactory apprcximatioq
fm the lower tlrermosphere (l0û.l¿l0 km).

CIRA (1972) ex¡nessed the tmst of the scientific
communit¡r still in the empirical formulas revised by
Jacchia (1971). No theoretical model contribuæd to
this CIRA version. Nevertheless, the theorctbal works
mentioned in this section are important to the extent
they established a satisfactory system of equations to
be used in rnodelling and, moreover, showed the
importance of sphericat harrmnic development to
describe the latih¡dinal behaviour of the thermosphere.

7. PROGRESS OF RECENT MODELS

The availability of large data bases, re.sulting
from in situ satellite rneasurements of various
thermospheric parameters and remote probing to the
thermosphere by incoherent scatt€r tecbnique, led to
the developnrcnt of a new generation of thermospheric
models. We call them here modem rnodels and
comment on their basic trends. Their cornnx,n aspect is
the ernphasis on a detailed study of the thermospheric
dynarnics in an aüempt to explain through
composition-dynamics interaction what could not be
explained by bulk thermospheric cha¡acteristics.

Hedin et al. (1974) started a new series of
ernpirical models following the same trend of Volland
& Mayr (1974 b, c). They assumed that the solution

:
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of the hydrodynamics equations can be divided into
two parts: static and dynamical. The søtic part
consists of Bates temperature proñle model to
substituæ the energy equation (like in Jacchia series)
and the solution of the barornetric eqtration (eq. (22))
to determine the correqlonding frr€ssufes and
densitie.s. The dynamical part consists in expressing
T-, T12o and s by: a spherical ha¡monic development
to rc¡xesent the latiû¡dinal va¡iations, a sinusoidal
series to describe temporal and longihrdinal variations
and a polynomial series to account for solar/magnetic
activity va¡iations. The coefficients of the resulting
ex¡nnsion functions a¡e determined by least squaf€s
fittine with experiæntal data (Hedin, 1983). Diffr¡sive
equilibrium was assumed to dessrib€ atmospheric
coqrooition.

Although spherical harmonics ar€ not the actual
solution of the hydrodynamic equations in the range
I00.4OO km, one can show that Hough fr¡nctions can
b€ developed in spherical harrnonic comfronents
(Siebert, 1!)61). Therefore, the final solution of the
hydtod¡mamic equations can be expressed by a
spherical harmonic series without any intrinsic
theoretical inconsistency.

The static solution of the Jacchia GW> model
uses a tan'1 temperan¡re profile instead of the Bates
profile employed by Hedin et al. (1977). -Ílnre 177
version uses still the same empirical formtilas of his
earlier models to descdbe the dynamical behaviour of
the thermsphere.

An interesting fully analytical static model was
proposed by Alcayde (f981). It accounts also for the
rÞsolm¡se tery€raturc variation as a fi¡nction of both
tbermospheric and heat inpuL It is
intended to provide an alternative model to be used in
probtrem where both thennospheric and mesospheric
paraæters are neoessary (for instance, tidal studies).

lÃ 1975 Þickinson and co-wqkers starþd a netv
series of pap€rs based on the nurærical integration of
the corylete set of the basic equations @ickinson et
al., L9'15, 1977, l98l>. Numerical inûegration of these
eqtrations has also been pursued mre recently by
Fuller-Rowell and co-workers in anothsr series
(Fuller-Rowell & Rees, 1980, 1981, 1983; Fuller-
Rowell, 1984; Smith et al., 1982).In bottr series tbe
intrinsic sirylifications \iler€ the use of an
incoryrcssible fluid formulatim and tb neglect of the
u2 terms in the eærgy equation.

The Dickinson se,îies constitut€s an alternative

ryproach to simulate dynamics using tbe basic
equations. ThÊ is also based (n tbe
pertuUnon tbeory. These models do not us€ a
prescribed tir'ç depeirdence, like the Volland models,
but insþad determine tbe tiæ variation of the
ûospheric pæanßûers ftom tbe soluti@ of tbe
governing equations subjected to the known driving
energy and moæntum sourcgs. The static rcfercnce is
taken fro¡n thÊ Hedin nodels. The considÊr€d energJ¡
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sources are the sola¡ EUV and UV radiation and
particle precipiøtion. The considered ¡nonrentum
sourc€ is ion drag. The boundary conditions assu¡ned
are vanishing perturbations at læsopause altitudes and
vanishing vertical gradient of the perturbations at
exospheric altitudes.

Two shortcomings of Dickinson initial works
wefìc:
a) poor account of auroral energy sourpes;
b) no account for the energy sounce resulting from

atmospheric tides propagæing from the lower
atmosphere.

The first problem was reconsider€d in the most
r€cent pap€rs of the series @oble et al., 1982, 1983).

To coryute the thermospheric coryosition, three
rnajor constituents: atomic oxygen, rnolecular oxygÊn
and molecular nitrrogen afÊ considered in the
Dickinson series. These species a¡e assumed to be in
th€rmal equilibrium, which reduces the problem to the
simultaneous solution of the continuity equation and
the momentr¡m equation for all three constittrents, with
the need of matrix rethods to detennine the final
solution @ickinson et al., 1972, 1984).

The Fuller-Rowell series deals also q¡ith
numerical simulation of the dpamical beb¿vior¡r of
the therrnosphere. It is similar to the Dickinson
a¡proach as far as the time dependence is concemed.
Th€ statical reference is talcen ftom the Jacchia
models. The energy sor¡rces considered a¡e solar UV
and EUV radiation and particle prcipitation. The
momentum source considered is ion drag. The
boundary conditions æe vanishing perturbations at 8O
km altitude and vanishing vertical gradient of the
perturbations at exospheric altit¡de.

The Fuller-Rowell series also did not account for
tbe energy deliver,ed by afmospheric oscillations
propagating ftrom the lower atmosphere.

In the Fuller-Rowell series all neutral species are
assuæd to be in ttrcrmal equilibrium. They are
divided into two caûegories: light and heavy species.
This reduce tlr problem to the solution of one
conserr¡ation equation for the æan molecular mass
a¡d two equations of rnotion to det€rmin€ the two
constituents velocities (Fuller-Rowell & Rees, 1983).

Forbes (1984 b) r¡ndertook the matter of
continuing and iryroving the Volland approach. His
method uses tbe coryleæ set of hydrod¡mamic
equations for an ircompressible fluid v/ittr no u2 terms
in the energy equation. Tbe driving mechanism¡
conside,rcd fø the tidal oscillations were the solar trv
and EUV radiæion. Inbgration was ca¡ried out from
ground level up to 4OO km attih¡de. ThÊ perffibations
on the atmospheric pæaæters lverc assured to vanish
at the lower boundry and the vertical gradient of
these perturbations were considÊr€d to vanish at the
upper boundary. Mean zßîal winds as well as
meridional tenpøatur€ gradients and a d€tailed
æcount for damping æchanisms ryens also
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consider€d. No account was made of high latitude
energy sourccs. Thp static solution considered was that
of Hedin models.

A shortcoming of Forbe.s series is the neglect of
appropriarc auroral sourocs. This may felr€sent a
considerable factm during geomagnetic storms, as
emphasized by the works of Straus (Straus & Schulz,
1976; Straus,1978).

The Forbes series considers the minø constituent
difü¡sion model of Nicolet (see eqs. (26) and (n>> b
explain the com¡nsition of all neutral species, except
molecular nitrogen which is the majsr specie.

Another attempt to model tbe thermospheric
dynamics came from Creekmore et al. (1975) and was
pursued mre recently by Fontanari et al. (1982). This
is an iryroved version of the Bh¡m & fla¡ris (1975>
approach and dete,rmines the tiæ variation of density
and winds for a prescribed temperature field. The
shortcoming of this a¡rproach, as discussed by Fuller-
Rowell & Rees (1980), is the use of an empirical
ûemperature field which is unable to re¡noduce a
transient situation which (rcclu.ts, for instance, duri4g a
magnetic storm"

In this section, the three basic options, available
for users of thermospheric models, were well
identified. Thus:
a) Empirical models may be used when one seeks the

averagp value of the thermospheric pa¡aæt€rs
expected fø the actually existing thermospheric
conditions.

b) Spectral analysis models can be chosen when the
regular wavelike behavior¡r of tbe thermosphere is
under consideration.

c) Theoretical models are prefered when transient
rìesponses, of the thermosphere, to unpredicted
excitation actually occurred.

8. DISCUSSION

If people once thought about a model to predict
the thennospheric behaviour exactly, they now see
how far vve ar€ from this expectation. The reasons a¡e
menifold, starting with the beating efftciency of the
sola¡ UV and EUV radiation and going to the
statistical naturc of partícle precipitation and their
subsequent behaviour.

The thennospheric rnodels proposed so far a¡e
either incompleæ as fæ a¡¡ the equations are
concerned, or else incornplete in the consideration of
all inportant sour'ìoes of rnornentum and energy.
Empirical models, which arc very reliable, are only
valid for steady staþ situations.

Thr€e questions arise relative to thermospheric
modelling:
a) Which system of equations is an actually

appropriate system to describe the thermospheric
bchavior¡r?

b) What sourees and sinks need to be considered as
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effective in the thermosphere?
c) What tlpe of solution is mrc convenient to

describe thermospheric d¡mamics?
Regarding the first question, a signific¿¡¡

theoretical work was presented by Schunk (1975). In
practice, two basic guidelines have been aüe,mpt€d:
D to tr€at the coupled system of e4rations fc both

neutral and ionized particles (Sü¡bbe, l97O);
II) to considsr the systein of equations for neutral

particles only and assuuÞ ionized particle modcls.
The first approach irylies a considerable

computational work and was not pursued furtber on.
The second needs the definition of a "heating
efficiency" which was conside,red in gfeat detail
rccently by Torr et al. (1980). Ionized particle models,
however, do not reproduce mnsient situations.

As far as the second question is concerned,
considerable work was done by Torr et al. (1980)
relative ùo sola¡ UV and EUV, by Fuller-Rowell and
co-workers relative to high latitude energy sources and
by Groves (1983a, b) and Groves & Forbes (19g4)
relative to the energy delivered by tidal oscillations.

The third question is also an olten question. Two
basic approaches survived in recent modelling:
1) spectral analysis to determine the effective

oscillaûory modes in the atmospheric space time
dynamics;

2) a titre sæpping prroceaure solution to account for
any arbitrary time dependence of the sou¡ces of
energy and momentum.

A recent effort on the ñrst a¡proach was done by
Forbes (1982a, b). The second approach received
subsantial iryrovements with the works of Roble et
al. (1982, 1983). Although the first approæh is more
app,ropriate to dynamical equilibriurn situations, it
cannot be ruled out since the regular input of energy is
periodic in tinre anyway.

Ernpirical models have long been considered as
more reliable than theoretical models to describe the
regular behaviour of the thermosphere. The reason is
that they ovenconre, at least, the problems of our
second question.

A back and forth interative procedure to treat tlþ
coupled system of equations for ionized and neutral
particles is now possible using parallel type
corryutation. This constitutes an altemative to extend
the idea proposed by Stubbe Ogilq which has not
been explored so far.

9. CONCLUSION

In this work we briefly reviewed the most
significant guidelines that thermosphere rmdelling
have followed since the remarkåble work of Harris &
Priester (1962). We focussed on the building up
procedure on which rnore and n¡ore t€nns were
included until the model equations approach tbe
theoretical basic equations.
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Althorgh considerable progf€s8 has been made,
tbcre is not sûill a coryleÞ model includiqg all Erm of
the theorctical eqratios aa well as all source
æchanisms. Eryirircal models arc to date the mst
rpliable reference fc the úynmical equilibrium
behaviour of tbe thennosphere sincc tbÊ prqosed
ô¡ee-diænsional tfurre dependent mdcls are still
incorylete as far as morentum and energy balances
æ concerned.
. Tbeorctical models continue being improved and

s(xrn will b€ corylcûe. Nevertbeless, they arc
iryractical to nost of the users since írc, ,.nr¡*
hugc coryUer facitities and large coryut€r r¡rrç to bc
used. At prcs€nt we classify them as ..state of a¡t,'
models.
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